
Packaging: All upholstery is carefully padded and shrink wrapped onto a corrugated tray. Full cartons are used 
when required for safe delivery and are available on all items upon request. Additional charges are specified in 
the price list.

Dimensions: Our upholstery is built by highly skilled craftsmen on a custom order basis. Each piece is 
individually crafted and it is for this reason that the dimensions listed are approximate. Each will vary due to 
fabric, internal filling, as well as the individual crafts- people involved with its manufacturing.

Frames:Frames: Frames are made using 5/4" or thicker kiln-dried select hardwoods and some engineered hardwoods 
from verified sustainable forests. Frames are double doweled, glued, screwed, and corner block reinforced for 
rigidity and strength. Each piece is designed and gauged to withstand everyday usage. All exposed wood is 
finished with high quality finish.

Suspension: Seating begins with non-absorbent, odor-free polypropylene sheeting and steel bands providing 
extra support for the double- cone coil springs. Made from recycled steel, these springs are clinched to prevent 
shifting, then hand-tied in eight directions. The bed of suspended coils is covered with the appropriate 
materials materials for each piece including a special deck padding. This insulator padding is made from 80% regenerated 
fiber.

Backs: The standard fill for back cushions is premium conjugated polyester fibers encased in a channeled 
ticking to prevent shifting. Softer backs made from a blend of fiber and down (Comfort Down Backs and Legacy 
Down Backs) are available as an option. Additional charges are specified in the price list. Construction 
information on optional back cushion fills is available in the price list.

Casters:Casters: For easy mobility, casters are another available option. Please specify the number of casters for front, 
back or both. Additional charges are specified in the price list.

Arm Covers: Recognizing arms as high wear areas, all fully upholstered styles, excluding exposed wood arms, 
include separate arm covers. Arm covers are not available on leather nor slipcovered styles. Extra arm covers 
can be purchased. Charges are specified in the price list.
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Frames
Each frame is made from 5/4” or thicker 

select hardwoods from verified 
sustainable forests.

Springs
Sinous wire springs 
givebacks added 
resiliency.

Spring Deck
A heavy covering is 
used over the spring 
base as well as a special 
pad made from 

regenerated fiber and regenerated fiber and 
soft batting.

Springs
Tempered-steel, 
double-cone springs 

made with recycled metal 
are interlaced and 

hand-tied with fine twine hand-tied with fine twine 
in eight directions.

Some styles feature special 
corner spring for extra support.

Strapping
Steel strapping provides 
lasting spring support.

Joints
Joints are double-doweled, glued, 
screwed and corner-block reinforced.

Finishes
A selection of hand-applied finishes 
are available on non-skirted styles.

Cushions
Standard seat 

cushions are made 
using a 
premium 

ssoy-based foam 
core wrapped with 
polyester fiber and 
encased in a soft 

Padding
Arms are padded using 
premium soy-based 
foam and either 
synthetic or cotton 

batting.

Back Cushions
Standard back cushions are made 
using premium conjugated polyester 
fibers encased in a channeled ticking 

to prevent shifting.
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